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Excitons in a II-VI semiconductor microcavity in the strong-coupling regime
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Microcavities which contain Zn-Cd-Se quantum wells as the resonant medium have been fabricated and

tested at blue-green wavelengths. We see clear evidence of coupled-mode behavior at the n=1 heavy-hole
exciton in both angle and temperature tuning experiments, with anticrossing (vacuum-Rabi) splittings ap-
proaching 20 rneV. The exciton-cavity interaction is consistent with predictions by theory in the strong-

coupling regime, and illustrates the impact of the large oscillator strength available in II-VI compounds.

Excitons in semiconductor microcavities is a contempo-
rary subject as illustrated by several recent experimental re-
ports that demonstrate the impact of enhanced coupling be-
tween extended electronic states in a crystalline solid and
resonant electromagnetic waves. Important related theo-
retical activity has also emerged, ranging from classical re-
interpretation of atomic physics pheonomena to full quantum
description of the exciton-polariton states in a micro-
cavity. Both experiment and theory have concentrated on
the GaAs-based semiconductor heterostructures, in large part
due to ready access by experiment to quality epitaxial mate-
rial. Driven by the prospects of new compact blue-green di-
ode lasers and other optoelectronic applications at short vis-
ible wavelengths, strong recent progress has been witnessed
in wide-gap II-VI semiconductors, and a range of hetero-
structure designs is now available to test ideas associated
with microcavity effects. One important and motivating dif-
ference, in this connection, between the GaAs- and ZnSe-
based quantum-well systems is that a considerably larger os-
cillator strength can be obtained in the latter case, as well as
the condition where the exciton binding energy satisfies the
inequality E )fttoLp kT (where htoLo is the optical phonon
energy and kT is evaluated at room temperature). The ro-
bustness of such quasi-two-dimensional (2D) excitons
in II-VI heterostructures is of relevance to the new blue-
green light emitters; here we demonstrate their impact in a
microcavity environment in initial experiments. We use both
angle tuning and temperature tuning to show coupled-mode
behavior between the n=1 heavy-hole (HH) exciton in a
(Zn, Cd)Se quantum well (QW) and the microcavity electro-
magnetic modes to obtain a quantitative measure of the nor-
mal mode (vacuum-Rabi) splitting. The splittings can reach
values approaching 20 meV, and are clearly discernible in
spite of a background line broadening on the order of 10
meV. Semiclassical theory provides very good agreement
with the experiments in which transmission, reflectance, and
photoluminescence have been used as optical probes.

The II-VI semiconductor optical structure was based on a
pseudomorphic (Zn, Cd)Se/Zn(S, Se)/(Zn, Mg)(S, Se) separate
confinement heterostructure design, in which three uniformly
strained 75-A-thick Zni, Cd„Se QW's provided the
quasi-2D exciton confinement (xcd = 0.24), cladded by
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of the microcavity structure, including the

energy-band diagram of the II-VI heterostructure. (b) Portion of the
absorption spectrum of the as-grown material at T= 10 K display-
ing the n = 1 HH exciton absorption resonance of the three 75-A-
thick (Zn, Cd)Se QW's.

Zn(S, Se) (L=2X690 A) and (Zn, Mg)(S, Se) (1.=2X1830
A) inner and outer confinement layers, all grown by
molecular-beam epitaxy. Figure 1(a) shows the schematic of
this heterostructure in the form of a simplified band
diagram. The sulfur concentration was approximately
y=0.07 in the ternary ZnSYSe& Y

and y'=0. 12 in the
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Zn&, Mg, S&r Sef —yr quaternary layer; the Mg concentration
in the latter was z=0.09. An additional spacer layer of
Zn(S, Se) (L = 1790 A) was included to complete an approxi-
mately 4X.-thick II-VI semiconductor cavity near the n=1
HH QW exciton resonance, with the QW's located spatially
at one antinode position of the optical standing wave. Except
for the QW's, the compositions of the ternary and quaternary
layers were nominally lattice matched to the III-V buffer/
substrate, which also contained a homoepitaxially grown
(Al, Ga)As etch stop layer. Figure 1(b) displays the absorp-
tion spectrum of the (Zn, Cd)Se QW near the n = 1 HH exci-
ton at T=10 K showing a well-defined, spectrally isolated
resonance. The approximately 10-meV exciton linewidth is
due to alloy potential fiuctuations (compositional disorder)
and gives a measure of the inhomogeneous broadening of
this resonance. The peak value for the absorption coefficient
n=8X10 cm corresponds to an oscillator strength of
about f=1X10' cm per QW. The low-temperature exci-
tonic band gaps for the Zn(S, Se) and (Zn, Mg)(S,Se) barrier/
confinement layers were approximately 2.85 and 3.04 eV,
respectively.

To complete the rnicrocavity structure, we employed re-
active ion-beam sputter deposition of dielectric Si02/Ti02
stacks to form the distributed Bragg refiectors (DBR's). The
III-V material was removed selectively by wet etching to
open windows for growing of the bottom reflector. Due to
the relatively large inhomogeneous broadening of the n = 1
HH exciton in the as-grown material, as well as the homo-
geneous broadening at higher temperatures (see below), we
chose a moderate refiectivity for the mirrors (R=0.995),
which could be obtained by depositing five Si02/Ti02 layer
pairs. Optical characterization measurements in transmission
or reAection at a cavity mode well below the exciton reso-
nance indicated a "cold" cavity linewidth 5 p, =4 meV, or a
value for the quality factor of approximately Q=650. Simi-
lar structures, although with considerably higher Q factors,
have been fabricated by us recently to demonstrate optically
pumped vertical cavity surface emitting laser operation in the
blue green.

The microcavity effects at a fixed temperature were inves-
tigated while using angle tuning of a transmission probe to
vary the frequency difference between the exciton and the
cavity resonance. Figure 2 shows the transmission spectrum
at T=50 K as a function of the external angle of incidence
8, measured with respect to the normal to the sample sur-
face. Angular spreading was minimized by restricting the
transmitted radiation from a white-light source by apertures
to a small solid angle (b, 0~1'). The temperature was cho-
sen such that the range for angle tuning would access the
physically interesting regime of the exciton-electromagnetic
wave interaction, given the initial spectral location of the
cavity mode on the low-energy side of the QW exciton. At
this temperature, the homogeneous contribution to the line-
width is estimated to be approximately 2 meV, and is due to
acoustic deformation potential and piezoelectric scattering.
The emergence of a distinct splitting with increasing angle is
quite evident in the figure as the cavity mode approaches the
exciton resonance; Fig. 3 highlights this interaction further
by showing the details of the spectrum at an angle 8=26'.
Note that the minimum splitting at closest approach of the
mixed exciton-cavity mode is 0=17.5 meV. This value not
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FIG. 2. Transmission spectrum of the microcavity at T=50 K as
a function of the angle of incidence 8 near the n =1 HH exciton
resonance. The scaling amplitude factors are included.
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FIG. 3. Transmission spectrum at T=50 K at an angle of
8= 26 . The dashed line is a result of the model as discussed in the
text.

only exceeds the substantial inhomogeneous linewidth in the
(Zn, Cd)Se QW's but is also a sizable fraction of the HH
exciton binding energy (determined to be approximately 40
meV from previous work on samples with similar QW
parameters ).

In modeling the data in Figs. 3 and 4, we have used the
results of the work by Savona et al. , in which results from a
nonlocal, semiclassical approach gives ready access for com-
paring experiment with theory. The model is specifically ap-
plied to the strong-coupling regime, where the interaction
energy (vacuum-Rabi frequency) exceeds the cavity and ex-
citon linewidths. The dashed line in Fig. 3 is a fit from the
theory in which Lorentzian line shapes were used for the
cavity and exciton resonances; while the energy positions for
the mixed mode (peak positions) are in good agreement, the
experimental linewidths are broader. The positions of the ob-
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FIG. 4. The comparison between experiment (points) and theory
(solid lines) in the strong-coupling regime according to the model
discussed in the text. The dashed line shows the energies of the
uncoupled exciton and cavity resonances.

served peak photon energies in the transmission data of Fig.
2 are summarized in Fig. 4 (circles), together with the results
from the model calculation (solid lines), where the angle
tuning only enters into the cavity frequency co (8) (cor-
rected for Fresnel refraction). The following parameters were
used in obtaining the fit to the experimental data in both
Figs. 3 and 4: mirror reflectivity A'=0.994, cavity linewidth

y, =c(1 R)/—(2n„g,rr)=2. 1 meV, nonradiative broaden-
ing y= 5.0 meV (halfwidth at half maximum in the notation
of Ref. 7), and the "radiative linewidth" of the exciton
A, I' n

=0.3 meV for the total three QW's. The "bare" exciton
resonance was fixed at E = 2.568 eV and an effective index
of refraction n„=2.68 was used. The index is close to a
measured value for (Zn, Mg)(S, Se), the thickness of which
dominates the total optical path length of the microcavity.
The effective cavity length L,z was obtained from measure-
ments by transmission electron microscope of the II-VI layer
thickness and by calculating the contribution by the Si02/
Ti02 DBR stacks from multilayer theory. In terms of the
notation in Ref. 7, the fit yields a value for the interaction
matrix element V=8 meV [the quantity V is proportional to
V-(I o/n„g, rt)U ]. The values for both V and the Rabi-
splitting A reflect directly the large exciton oscillator
strength in a widegap II-VI semiconductor microcavity. We
note that the use of the inhomogeneous linewidth (half width
in the notation for 7) as the "nonradiative" broadening pa-
rameter appears to be an intuitively correct physical choice
(as opposed to the homogeneous broadening), given the
strong interaction regime (0~7;„h)yh, ) in which the
vacuum-Rabi oscillations in effect couple the distribution of
excitonic oscillators across the entire resonance. The argu-
ment is qualitative at best, however, and we have not at-
tempted, in the present work, to investigate any further the
implications of a substantial inhomogeneous broadening on
the model.

FIG. 5. Refiectance spectrum at normal incidence from a
(Zn, Cd)Se QW microcavity at T= 175 K. The solid line is from a
calculation as indicated in the text.

We have also varied the sample temperature to obtain
another means for continuous tuning of the frequency differ-
ence between the exciton and the cavity resonance (from the
band-gap shift dEg/dT), similar to the approach employed
in Ref. 5. The circumstances are now more complex, since
several key experimental parameters (such as 7, y, , and
61 n) can be temperature dependent. Nonetheless, clear evi-
dence for normal mode interaction could be observed in both
reflectance and photoluminescence experiments. As an ex-
ample, Fig. 5 shows the white light reflectance spectrum at
T= 175 K at normal incidence for the same structure, where
the vacuum-Rabi splitting behavior is again manifested, in
spite of the increased spectral broadening. The solid line
through the data points is obtained from the model described
above in which the contribution by exciton-LO phonon
scattering has been accounted for by an increase of the
nonradiative broadening to y=10 meV (half width at half
maximum). The increase in the scattering rate reduces the
value of A to approximately 10 meV in Fig. 5. Similar ob-
servations were made when recording photoluminescence
spectra, and, while not showing the details of the data in this
paper, we reached a good agreement with a classical coupled
oscillator model for the observed spectral positions of nor-
mal modes in both temperature-tuned reflection and lumines-
cence experiments.

In summary, we have shown the feasibility of fabricating
a II-VI semiconductor microcavity in which the exciton-
electromagnetic field interaction leads to pronounced
normal-mode (vacuum-Rabi) splittings. These early results
are encouraging since considerable variation is possible
within the II-VI heterostructures for design of the exciton
system for the study of other consequences of the strong-
coupling effects.
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